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Olvassátok el az alábbi ismertető szöveget és válaszoljátok meg a
kérdéseket magyarul!

Lake Tisza

Its total surface is 127 sq kilometres and consists of a variety of large open
water surfaces and shallow water, countless dead-end channels and islands
forming a characteristic so-called ’mosaic country’. Lake Tisza belongs to
Hortobágy National Park, thus it is part of the UNESCO World Heritage
programme since 1999.
Lake Tisza offers a choice of recreational activities as varied as its landscape. You
can go hiking, swimming or enjoy water sports:
•

•
•

You can enjoy beach life on any of the 6 public beaches along the shore,
relax in the spas of Tiszafüred or try extreme water sports during the day
then have fun in the busy nightlife in and around Abádszalók.
As the water level ranges from deep to shallow so change the native
species of fish. Fishing is allowed if all relevant rules are kept.
The lake has an exceptional wildlife attracting nature-lovers in every
season. Various trails expect you round the year to explore the secrets of
the region on foot, by bike, in a boat or on horseback.

Lake Tisza Bird Reserve
It is a highly important stopping point and rest area for migrating birds when
crossing Europe. A nature reserve that can be visited by guided tours only.
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Lake Tisza Ecocentre in Poroszló
The new touristic complex by Lake Tisza was erected to collect and display the
amazing nature and wildlife of the River Tisza valley and the second largest lake
in Hungary Tisza-tó. It was opened to the public on 27th April 2012. The main
building of Lake Tisza Ecocentre designed by Architect Laszlo Kertai laureate of
Ybl Award symbolizes a huge landing bird. This inspiring architectural wonder
offers a whole day programme with its permanent and temporary exhibitions,
conference and event hall, 3D cinema, "A night in the forest" exhibition of
reptiles and amphibia in terrariums, children's playroom "enchanted waterworld"
or its lookout tower, as the panoramic view from its terrace in one direction to
the lake and to Matra and Bukk mountains to the other is simply breathtaking.
The main building is surrounded by a leisure park on 7 hectares: this part of
the complex is not only a Zoo with such indigenous animals like golden jackals,
traditional Hungarian sheep types, storks, cormorants or pelicans but it is a kind
of an amusement park with many facilities for families and kids incl. playing
grounds, one of them offering an opportunity for funny rafting on wooden boats.
Walking around this leisure garden you will soon find yourself in the 19 century
for a while: the Poroszló local museum with its collection of rural items, a display
of old fishing tools as well as a traditional poultry run will help you to imagine the
rural life in Poroszló in the old times.
Within the walls of the Lake Tisza Ecocentre you can step into an amazing
underwater world and marvel the region's native fish species in the largest freshwater aquarium system of Europe with a capacity of over 735,000 litres on level
-1 and -2 in the main building. The inner aquariums are directly connected to an
artificial lake next to the building, so they form a complex of huge freshwater
system.
You will be inspired by more than 40 native Hungarian fish species, among them
pikes, wels catfish or carps. It is difficult to decide, but maybe our most
spectacular inhabitants are the fishes of sturgeon family: european, diamond and
starry sturgeons.

Text: http://www.tiszataviokocentrum.hu/en/
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Kérdések:
1. Hol van a Tisza – tó?
2. Mekkora a tó?
3. Mit jelent a „mozaiktáj” kifejezés?
4. A tó hazánk melyik nemzeti parkjának a része?
5. Milyen szabadidős tevékenységeket kínál ez a vidék?
6. Milyen sportolási lehetőségek vannak?
7. Hol található Közép – Európa legnagyobb édesvízi akváriuma?
8. Milyen látnivalókkal várja látogatóit a poroszlói Ökocentrum?
9. Mekkora az Ökocentrum?
10. Kiknek ajánlják az Ökocentrum kiállításait?
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